Quality control study of the Italian Group of Cytometry on flow cytometry DNA content measurements: II. Factors affecting inter- and intralaboratory variability.
A multicentric national quality control study has been organized under the auspices of the Italian Group of Cytometry to find a possible influence of some procedural steps in DNA flow cytometry measurements on DNA index (DI) values and to identify the main parameters affecting the interlaboratory variability. To 40 participating laboratories we provided suspensions containing unknown mixture of different cell types: an homogeneous thymocyte population used to check instrument linearity; one mixture composed of two cell types characterized by DI = 1.00 and 1.10; and another composed of three different cell types with relative DIs of 1.00, 1.26, and 1.62, respectively. Possible effects due to staining protocols were studied, allowing the participants to stain cellular DNA according to the procedure routinely adopted in each laboratory, in addition to a standardized procedure with a fixed PI solution. As far as the influence of instrument linearity on DI values is concerned, we did not find any correlation with the DI variability observed, even if the use of a standardized staining protocol could lead to a sensible gain in interlaboratory DI reproducibility. Twenty-five of 40 (65%) laboratories were able to discriminate the near-diploid subpopulation, and a coefficient of variation of less than 4% was the minimum condition necessary to recognize the DI = 1.1 population. In samples containing two aneuploid subpopulations, 25 of 35 (71.4%) laboratories showed a high reproducibility with the standard staining protocol and 22 of 38 (57.9%) with the free staining protocol. However, a sensible improvement in interlaboratory reproducibility emerged with respect to the previous trial.